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Abstract 
A general framework is presented for the asymptotic analysis of greedy algorithms for several 
optimisation problems such as hitting set, set cover, set packing, etc. applied on random set 
systems. The probability model used is specified by the size n of the ground set, the size M of the 
set system and the common distribution of each of its components. The asymptotic behaviour 
of each algorithm is studied when n and m tend to co, with m/n a fixed constant. The main tools 
used are the generation of random families of sets via random bipartite graphs and the 
approximation of Markov chains with small steps by solutions of ordinary differential equa- 
tions. 
1. Introduction 
There are many optimisation problems defined on families of sets such as hitting 
set, set cover, set packing, etc. which are known to be NP-complete, and for the 
(approximate) solution of which one must thus use either heuristics or greedy algo- 
rithms. The purpose of this paper is to present a general framework which permits the 
asymptotic analysis of greedy algorithms for several of these problems, including in 
particular those just mentioned. 
This framework comprises two main parts: 
(i) a representation of random set systems by using degree-constrained random 
bipartite graphs, 
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(ii) the introduction of a Markov chain on a certain state space for the analysis of 
each particular greedy algorithm. 
It remains then to analyse the behaviour of this Markov chain. This behaviour can 
be approximated for problems of large size by the solution of an ordinary differential 
equation (or a system of such equations) which can be obtained in closed form. 
We point out that the Markov chains have been used previously, explicitely or 
implicitely, in the analysis of algorithms by various authors. Let us mention [3,5]. 
This paper should be considered mainly as a theoretical contribution to the analysis 
of greedy algorithms on set systems and, accordingly, we have not included numerical 
results. Such results would be of limited help here since in most cases (a basic 
obstruction here, comes from the fact that) we do not know the values of the optimum 
of the objective functions (the approximate values which may be obtained via the use 
of the first moment method seem to be rather inaccurate). 
A preliminary version of this paper has been presented in the LATIN’92 conference 
c41. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the model of random 
set systems that we use and a useful connection with random bipartite graphs. In 
Section 3, we study in details an algorithm for set covering and hitting set and we 
prove the convergence of the differential system describing this algorithm. Finally, in 
Section 4 we show how this algorithm can be modified to be used for set packing and 
hypergraph independent set. 
2. Random set systems as random bipartite graphs 
2.1. Random sets and random multisets 
It will be convenient o work with families of random multisets rather than random 
sets. Moreover, we will view our families as ordered. In other words, we introduce the 
uniform measure p on the set of ordered k-tuples from some finite ground set S and 
work with $“, the m-fold product of ,U defined on the set of ordered families of k-tuples 
of size tn. Let us denote by v = v, the more conventional measure which gives the 
same weight to each m-family of pairwise distinct k-sets. It is easy to see that when 
sampling on genuine k-sets with replacement we get m distinct sets with probability 
near to 1 if only m = o(nk12). Now the probability p of getting a genuine k-set when 
sampling according to p”’ satisfies clearly 
P=(n- l)(n-2)...(n-k+ l),exp 
nk-l 
’ i 
k2 
-- . 
2n I 
Thus, setting 1= m/n, the probability p” of getting m genuine k-sets when sampling 
according to CL,,, satisfies p” 2 exp { - (4) Ak 2}, and this together with the former result, 
implies that, for a fixed 1, the pm measure of the genuine systems of m k-sets drawn 
from a set of size n exceeds exp{ -Ik’}. Thus, again for a fixed 1, every event “almost 
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sure” relatively to the sequence of measures pm, m -+co is also almost sure relatively to 
the more conventional measure v, and this property suffices for our purposes. 
2.2. Random set systems and bipartite graphs 
Let X and Y denote sets with the same cardinality. Let S = {X,, XZ, . . ., X,} 
denote a partition of the set X into sets with sizes ml, m2, . . . , m,. Let 
P = (PI,P2, *.*, p,) where pi denotes the number of classes of 9’ of size i. Similarly, let 
A? = {Y,, r,, . . . . x > denote a partition of the set Y into sets with sizes d,, d2, . . . , d, and 
let Q = kl,q2,..., q.) be defined similarly as P. 
Now, let n denote a random pairing between the sets X and Y. If we contract each 
set of vertices Xi to a single vertex and similarly each set Yj, we get a bipartite graph, 
sayB,withpartitions~=(m,,m2,...,m,)and~=(dl,d2,...,d,).Ifwethinkof9as 
a fixed ground set, this pairing defines naturally a random set-system 
B = (X1,X2, . ..) X,>, where we identify Xi with the set of classes q adjacent to it 
in l7. 
Notice that this pairing procedure gives the same measure to all genuine set 
systems, in which no set contains more than once any element of the ground set and 
no two sets are equal. Indeed, any such system is given by precisely fir= 1 mi! nf= 1 dj! 
distinct pairings. Henceforth, we have at our disposal a procedure for generating 
random systems of sets with fixed cardinalities, subject moreover to the condition that 
each element of the ground set belongs to a prescribed number of sets in the system. 
2.3. A particular class of set systems distributions 
We are in fact mostly interested in the following class of probability distributions on 
set systems. We postulate that the cardinalities of our random sets X, , X2, . . . , X, are 
independent random variables N1 , N2, . . . , N,,, with a common distribution F defined 
by its individual probabilities { pj = Pr [N, = j], j = 1,2, . . . >. Moreover, we postulate 
that, for each fixed j, the set Xi is, conditionally on Ni = j, uniformly distributed 
between the (multi)subsets of [n] of cardinality j. 
Thus, if we choose for F the distribution concentrated on some fixed integer k, we 
get a random k-uniform set system of size m. If we give a fixed value to teh ratio m/n, 
say m/n = 1, then, by the law of large numbers, the number nh of vertices of degree h in 
the corresponding incidence graph satisfies, for each integer h 2 0, n,,/n + e-“Ah/h! in 
probability as n +co. 
Now, if we want to generate a random set system according to some distribution in 
the class just defined, we are faced with two difficulties: 
(i) the degrees are unbounded, 
(ii) the partition of the incidence graph is not fixed. 
In order to circumvent he first difficulty, we restrict our algorithms to work only on 
vertices with a bounded (but arbitrarily large) degree A and we show that the size of 
the obtained solutions tends to a limit as A +oo. 
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The second difficulty is circumvented by conditioning on the degrees of the graph. 
Indeed, since the proportion of vertices of each fixed degree in each color class of the 
incidence graph B = B, tends to its expectation when n -KC and, as it will be seen, the 
sizes of the obtained solutions are continuous relatively to the ratios n&z, we can 
obtain the limits of these sizes by replacing these ratios by their expectations. 
2.4. Removing vertices from the incidence graph 
Let us return to the graph B and let us look at what happens when we remove 
a vertex y randomly chosen from the vertices in Y of degree h in B, i.e. we remove the 
h corresponding vertices in V(P) (then, all the sets containing y are removed). Since the 
pairing P between the sets X and Y is random, the subset of Y\ { y} whose vertices are 
adjacent o the removed sets in X is also random. It can then easily be checked that 
the new incidence graph is again random within the graphs which have the same 
degrees. We note that, since B may eventually be a multigraph, the number of 
removed sets may (exceptionally) be strictly smaller than h. We will of course take this 
fact into account in our calculations. 
It will be seen that all the algorithms we consider, remove at each step either vertices 
from Y chosen on the basis of their degrees, or a vertex Xi chosen on the basis of the 
size IX& or both. This implies again that the successive incidence graphs which 
appear are random within the graphs which have the same partition. 
3. Hitting set and set cover 
3.1. A lower boundfor the random hitting set problem 
Let C denote a fixed subset of [n] of cardinality 1. The probability that C intersects 
Ci for some fixed i is 1 - [l - (I/n)]&. Since the Ci’S are independent, he probability 
that C intersects Ci for each i is p = [ 1 - [ 1 - (I/n)] k] m. Hence, the expectation E x of 
the number I; of sets of cardinality 1 which intersects each Ci is given by 
(;)(1-(l-q)n 
Setting m = in and I= j?n, we get 
logE2;- n -1log 
1 1 
1 - (1 - /?)k + logB,(l _ /q-P > . 
This implies E I; = o(1) whenever 
A>&= 
log/q1 _’ /q’-B 
1 . 
log 1 - (1 - P)k 
(2) 
The following assertions can be easily deduced from this formula. 
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Assertion 1. For any fixed k, /3 tends to 1 when A tends to a 
Assertion 2. For any Jixed I, the ratio flk/log k tends to 1 when k tends to co. 
Proof of Assertion 1. Putting y = 1 - /?, and using the inequality (1) < (ne/l)‘, we get 
from (I), 
0 
Y 
E( I#‘” < (1 - yk) ; . 
Suppose for a contradiction that y > y. > 0. Then, when 1 *co, the first term on the 
righthandside tends to 0 whereas one can easily check by taking derivatives that the 
second term is bounded above by e. Therefore, EI;+ 0 as 1 -*co. 0 
Proof of Assertion 2. Let us prove first that we have /I >/ k- ’ log k(1 - o(1)). Inserting 
in (2) the value /I = (log k - 2 log log k)/k and using the inequality p log(fi- ’ ) < 1, we 
get 
B+2B2 
e-Bk _ e-BZk2 
2k-‘logk 
k-l log2 k(1 - o(1)) 
= o(1). 
The proof of the reverse inequality is similar and is omitted. 0 
3.2. The GRECO algorithm 
For any family V of sets, a set H is a hitting set for 5%’ if H has a non-empty 
intersection with each element of this family and the minimum hitting set problem is 
that of finding a hitting set of minimum cardinality (see also [6]). We note that this 
problem is the dual (via the interchange of the two vertex sets of the incidence graph) 
of the set cover problem. 
We note that recently, Lund and Yannakakis in [lo] have proved that unless 
NP G DTIME[n p”‘yiogn] (conjecture weaker than P = NP but highly improbable), 
there is no polynomial time algorithm approximating the optimal solution of these 
two problems with a ratio smaller than clog n for a constant c < & (this result is of 
course a “worst case” result). Consequently, average case studies of approximation 
algorithms for these problems are of high theoretical and practical importance. Let us 
mention that another algorithm due to Karp has been analysed with the same 
probability model [7]. 
Let the family of sets 9 = {X1,X2, . . . . X,}, together with the corresponding 
partitions P and Q, be defined as above via the random pairing II. We consider the 
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Algorithm 1. GRECO algorithm. We suppose that after the splitting of the & 
performed in the first line of the algorithm, the incidence graph U is left 
untouched. 
begin 
split every set x with degree di > 9 into di new vertices of degree 1 
for h c q to 1 do 
while 1x1 # 0 do 
choose randomly one of the K’s with maximum di; 
delete x; 
delete X = Xi,, . . . . Xi*) the set of the classes in 9, incident to x in n; 
delete any other vertex in Y adjacent to at least one of the classes of X; 
let X, Y, B,d denote now the new configuration; 
let ZI denote the survived incidence graph 
od 
od 
end; 
Algorithm 2. QUICK algorithm 
begin 
Y+logWl; 
SC+ {Xl, . . ..Xr} 
forjc 1 tom do 
if Cj n SC = 0 then add to SC an arbitrarily chosen element of Cj 
od; 
end. 
greedy algorithm 1 for finding a hitting set for 8. Informally, our algorithm GRECO 
selects at each step one element chosen at random between the elements hitting the 
biggest number of sets which have not been hitted before. It depends on an integer 
parameter q. 
Before proceeding to the analysis of this algorithm let us remark that when the 
product Ak is high, the distribution of the degrees tends to uniformity. It turns out that 
in this case the much simpler algorithm QUICK (algorithm 2) provides asymptotically 
optimal solutions. 
Let us proceed to the analysis of QUICK. 
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Plainly the size of the solution is bounded above by y + p(, where p denotes the 
number of elements of %? which do not intersect he set {xi, , . . , x,}. We have 
Ep=b-- 
0 
n 
k 
A simple computation yields that the variance of p is of a smaller order than the 
square of its expectation. This implies, using the Tchebicheff inequality and the 
familiar inequality 1 + x < ex, that Pr[p ,< In/k] +n_+m 1. 
Thus, again with probability tending to 1, the total size of the solution found by 
QUICK is bounded above by (n log k/k) + (An/k). 
Assertion 2 then implies that the approximation ratio of QUICK tends to 1 when 
k tends to co Moreover, it can be shown that algorithm GRECO works better than 
QUICK; thus, Assertion 2 provides also an approximation guarantee for GRECO 
when k tends to co. 
3.3. Analysis of GRECO on random instances 
Let us consider again a random configuration X, Y, 9,d, n and the corresponding 
partitions P and Q. We are interested here in a system of m random sets of size k, 
drawn from a ground set of size n and we assume that the ratio m/n is fixed, say 
m/n = 1, and we let m (and n) go to infinity. We must analyse separately the phases of 
the algorithm corresponding to the successive removals of the I-vertices of degree 
%rl - l,..., 1. Let h be a positive integer satisfying 1 < h < q and assume that, after 
having used vertices with degrees greater than h, there remain, for 1 ~5 j < h, precisely 
mj Q-vertices of degree j. Then, as was pointed out before, the conditional distribution 
of the remaining incidence graph (conditioned by the previous steps of the algorithm) 
coincides with the “random pairing” distribution corresponding to the n/s and mj’s 
(the njls being here all equal to k). 
Let us remove a (randomly chosen) _5!-vertex of degree h. Then: 
l Pr[h new sets in B are captured] = 1 - o(l); 
l the total degrease of the degrees of the remaining vertices has expectation 
h(k - 1) - o(1) and the probability that the degree of any given d-vertex is 
decreased by 1 is equal to [(h(k - 1) - o(l))j]/Ci ~ is ,, imi, where j denotes the 
degree of X; 
l the decrease of the total size of the remaining S-vertices has expectation 
h(k - 1) + o(1) and this implies that, setting S = h(k - 1)/C, G i6 ,, imi, the expec- 
tations EAmj of the increments Amj satisfies 
EAmj=(j+ l)mj+,S-jmjS, 1 <j< h- 1, 
EAm,, = - 1 - hm,,S. 
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Let R,, h =(‘/n)Cl<i<h imi denote the averave degree of the ..%vertices. Notice that 
the total decrease of the degrees of these vertices in one step is h + h(k - 1) = hk. 
Standard results concerning the approximation of “small steps Markov chains” (see 
for instance Proposition 4.1 in [9]) imply, setting yq,h, j = mj/n and 8 = t/n, that the 
y,,h,j)s are well approximated as n +co by the solution y of the following system of 
differential equations (where we use Newton’s notation for dy/dQ: 
(sp,, h) 
jq,h,j(e) = (j + 1) R”k~~~~ Yq,h,j+l(e) -j 
%h 
~(~~~~~Yq.h.j(e)~ 
l<j<h-1, 
j9,h,h(6) = - i - h h(k - ‘) 
R I,h _ hkey%hh(‘) 
in the sense that, sup,Iy,,,j(e) - (l/n)mj(e)l + 0 as n-+co, in probability for each 
1 < j < h if only the initial conditions y,,h, j(O), 1 < j < q tend to fixed limits. 
This concludes the description of the systems (y,,h), 1 < h < q. 
Let us mention that the use of three indices q, h andj which may seem luxurious to 
the reader, is in fact needed for the mathematical study of the above systems. 
Let us emphasize now how we use these systems to analyse GRECO with para- 
meter q. We integrate first (.zY~,~) under the following initial conditions: 
-“A’ 
y~,q,l(0) = emA + f e 
j=q+l (j- I)!’ 
_Yf,q,j(O) = 79 lGj<rl, 
where A = m/n is the average degree of the _&vertices of II. 
Observe that for each j, the corresponding right-hand side of the above equalities is 
equal to the almost sure limit of mj(O)/n as n -co. Also, R, ,, = Cy= 1 jyi, q,j. We denote 
by 8,,, the first time at which the last coordinate becomes 0: 
e,,, = min(8 > 0: y,,,,,(e) = O}. 
We set Yi,,-,,j = y,,,,J&,J, 1 <j < v - 1, and &,,-I = c;Z:jyi,-,,j. Then, we 
turn to the system (9V,q_ r) of dimension (q - 1) x (q - 1) which we integrate with the 
initial conditions: 0 = 0 and y,,,_ r,j(O) = yll,ll_ ~,j, 1 < j < q - 1. We define 8,,,_ 1 by 
e,,,_1 = min(0 >o: yq,q_l,q_l(e) = O} 
and we repeat inductively this procedure for each h 2 1, taking as initial conditions 
for the system &,h) the final conditions for (yV,h+ r). 
We define 
1 
zq = c eq.h. 
h=l 
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Our aim is to study the asymptotic behaviour of the sequence (z,,)~~~. We observe first 
that, using inductively the approximation theorem of [9], we get immediately the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1. There exists a function f( . , . , . ) such that, fir any jxed values of the 
parameters k, n and A, the size S = S(k, n, 1, n) of the solution found by GRECO when 
applied with the parameter n to a random instance of m k-sets of size k drawn randomly 
from a set of size m = nL_ ‘, satisfies 
S 
n *f (k, rl, A) --* ’ 
in probability us n +a~. 
We will prove, in what follows, that the sequence (Z&N* tends to a limit as q -*co. 
This implies immediately the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. There exists a function g(. , .) such that, for any jxed values of the 
parameters k and A and any positive E, the size S = S(k, n, A, n) of the solution found by 
GRECO when applied with the parameter n to a random instance of m k-sets of size 
k drawn randomly from a set of size m = nl- ’ satisfies 
S 
l-E<- 
n*g(k,,I) ’ ’ + s 
in probability us n +oo if only n is sufJiciently large. 
3.4. Proof of the convergence of the sequence (7q),,EN* 
3.4.1. Explicit integration of the differential systems 
Let us first reformulate the system (Y,,J. By introducing j? = (k - 1)/k and 
&,.h = (l/hk)&h, 1 G h G 4 the vectors of R”:Y,,i,(@ = (yq,h,j(e)):< j< h, 
eh = (o,o,..., - l)T and the matrix Mh of dimension h x h with 
Mh,j, j = -j, 
Mh = Mh,j,j+l =j + 1, 
Mh,i,j = 0, elsewhere, 
we can reformulate (g,,h) in a vectorial form as follows: 
(yq, h) i,,h@) = ’ _8 Mhh, h(e) + eh- 
a%h 
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We define also 
h=l 
Our aim is to study the asymptotic behaviour of the infinite sequence (z,,&~, 
We consider (y,,,h) when 6~ [0, a,h[. It is a vectorial first-order linear non-homo- 
geneous non-autonomous o.d.e. (ordinary differential equation). The system’s coeffi- 
cients are continuous functions of the variable 8 on [0, tl,,J. So, Cauchy’s theorem 
about the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of linear Cauchy’s problems is 
applicable here, and moreover the non-extendable solution of (yq,h) under the initial 
conditions y&h(O) = y$,, iS defined everywhere on [0, C(,,,h[, ([l, p. IV, 17)). 
To solve (y&), we consider the associated homogeneous 0.d.e.: 
(=%q,h) 
P j(8) = ____ 
a%h 
_ e"hY(e)* 
The resolvant of this homogeneous ystem is Q(0) = exp{ /Iln(@.g,&,,h - e)Mh}. The 
calculation of the characteristic polynomial of Mh shows that Mh possesses h distinct 
eigenvalues, namely - 1, - 2, . . . , -It, hence Mh is diagonalisable. If bj is an eigenvec- 
tor associated to eigenvalue -j, for each j in { 1,2, . . . . h}, then W = (b,, . . . . bh) is 
a basis of lRh and, in terms of 33, Mh is expressed by means of the diagonal matrix 
l),, = (--8& where Sf is the Kronecker symbol. Denoting by P the matrix of the 
change of coordinates from L% to the canonical basis, we have Mh = PDhP- ‘. For 
each j, we take bj = (bj, 1, . . . . bj,h)T where 
i 0 (-I)‘+’ { if i c j, 
bj,i = 1 
{ 
if i = j, 
I 0 if i >j. 
The matrix P is then defined as 
i 
(-l)i+j i 
0 
if i < j, 
Pi,j = 1 if i = j, 
I 0 if i >j 
and its inverse matrix P- ’ = Q is defined as 
I 
if i < j, 
if i = j, 
l0 if i >j. 
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Then Q(e) = exp(PWq&,,h - B)PD,P-‘} = Pexp{/IIn(a,h/tlq,h - 0)&}P-‘, 
and we can explicitely compute its components, obtaining so: 
@iv j(e) = 0 if i >j, 
@i,j(O) = c)(*e)-Bi(l - (*)-‘)jei if i < j. 
(4) 
So, we have explicitely integrated (X?,J. The solution of (9,& under the initial 
conditions y&O) = y:,,, is for &[O,cr,,,,[, ([l, p. IV, 21)): 
~,,de) = WO)Y:,, + w) (j: @-‘@)do)e,, (9 
Let 
u,,h(e) = m(B)( J: m-r(c)d+k 
Since u~,~ is the solution of (P’,,,,) under the initial conditions n,,,,,(O) = 0, one can 
verify by a straightforward calculation that, for every j = 1, . . ., h and for every 
WO~QJ~ 
(7) 
So, with expressions (4)-(7), we have explicitely resolved the system (Yq,,,) under the 
initial conditions y&O) = y&. 
3.4.2. The computation of &,h 
Using the results of Section 3.4.1, we have, V&CO, ~l,,~[, 
Y%h.de)= s -8hyi,h.h +&((cl,:.c el_ph-(aq,h-8)). 
(. ) 
-oh+1 
Assuming that yi,h,h > 0, we search for these &[O, a,,h[ verifying &,,#,h(e) = 0. By 
a straightforward computation, we obtain: if yi,h,h > 0, k 3 2 and h > 2, then there 
exists a UUiqUe o,&[o, a,,,#, [ such that yq,,&&,,h) = 0 ghen by 
(8) 
3.4.3. The SignS of yi,h, j 
Let us start by establishing the following assertions. 
(Al) Let 1 < h < q and suppose that Vj, 1 < j < h, Yi,h, j > 0. Then: 
(i) VjE(1,2, . . . . h - l}, VeE[O,e,,h[:,YS,h.j(e) ’ 0; 
(ii) Vje{l,&...,h - I>, yi,h-l,j = yq,h.j(%h) 2 0. 
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To show(i), we reason by contradictioin in assuming that there exist tk[O, O,rh[ and 
j, 1 <j < h - 1, such that yq,h,j(e) < 0. Since yq,h,j(O) = yi,h,j > 0, we have 0 > 0. By 
an argument of connectedness, there exists B,E]O, 01 such that y,,,,,,j(t9i) = 0. Let us 
denote by J = { j: 1 < j < h - 1, yq,h,j ([O,e,,,[)sO}, J # 0. For each jEJ, let us 
introduce 
e(j) = inf{eE[09e,& y,&h,j(e) = 0} = inf{ [O,&,h]: y,,,,,j(e) = o} 
= inf(CO,%J n Y,l,jC{"}))- 
Since this last set is closed and bounded below, it contains its greatest lower bound, 
thus y,,,, j(O( j)) = 0. As, on the other hand, y,h,j(O) > 0 and yq,h, j is continuous, then 
yq,h, j is positive on a neighbourhood of 0, hence 8(j) = 0. By definition of e(j), for all 
tk [0, 0( j)[, we have Y,,~, j(0) > 0. Let us introduce 6 = min ((I( j): jEJ); we have 
0 < 6 < &,h and letj= max{ jE.J: e(j) = 6}. Note that j cannot be equal to h - 1. In 
fact, if the contrary holds, we have Vk[O, 6[, yq,h,h_ 1 (0) > 0 and y,,,,,_ i (6) = 0, 
which implies )j,,h,h _1 (6) < 0. By using (YV,,+), we get 
which is impossible. 
Consequently, we have proved that 1 < j< h - 2. Let us note that ifi< j 6 h and if 
&[O,$], then y,rh,j(@ > 0 because j >j^*( j 4 J v e(j) > 6). 
Since y,,J@) > 0 for &$0,&J, and y,,,,,(6) > 0, we have y,,,,,@) < 0. This, by 
using (Y,,J, implies that 
a contradiction. 
This justifies (i). On the other hand, (ii) is a consequence of (i) because of the 
continuity of yq,h, je 
(A2) Under the hypotheses of (Al) let 1 < j < h - 1. If y,,,,,,j(&,,h) = 0, then Vi, 
j d i G h we have y,,,h,i(&,,h) = 0. 
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In fact, with (Al) we know that for all BE[O,~~,~[, Yq,h,j(e) > 0 and Yq,h,j(eq,h) = 0, 
which implies 
0 2 3q,h,jte,h) = (j + 
$9 
h Y%h,j+l(e%h) -9 
B 
%I, h 
_ 6 Yq,h,j(ev,h) 
v.h 
=(j+l) !e 
%.h 
Yq,h,j+l(eq,h) 2 O. 
rl,h 
Thus, yq,h.j+l(eq,h) = 0. 
We can repeat the same reasoning for y,,h, j+2 and SO on. 
(A3) Under the hypotheses of (Al) we have: 
(Vj = 1, . . . . h - i,Yq,h,j(~~,h) > 0) * b$,h.h- de%h> ’ O). 
In fact, the first implication is obvious and the converse results from (A2). 
We also remark that y,,h,h-1(8,& = 0 e j$,,h,h-l(&,h) = 0. In fact, it Suffices 
t0 remark that by the definition Of 8,, h, j,,h,h_ 1 (o& = - (h - l)(p/a,, h - 
@?,h)Y%h+h- d&h)- 
3.4.4. Relations between 6tl.h and a,,h 
We multiply the jth equation of (&,h) by j and next, we add the h resulting 
equations; we thus obtain xi”= 1 j&h, j(d) = -h - [B/(a,,h - e)] Q= I jy,,,h, j(8). De- 
noting by z,,h(8) = I!= 1 jy9,h,j(6), we see that Z,,h iS a Solution of the 0.d.e.: 
B i,,,(e) = -h - - 
a%h 
_ eZ%h(‘) 
under the initial condition z,,h(O) = R,,h. We note that Eq. (9) is a one-dimensional 
linear non-homogeneous o.d.e. with variable coefficient (continuous function of 0) and 
consequently, the theorem about the existence and uniqueness of the non-extendable 
solutions of Cauchy’s problems is usable in (9). Integrating (9), for instance using the 
method of constants variations, we obtain, V&$0, aq,h[, 
zq,h(@ = R,,h 1 - & 
( .) 
‘f 
$f?[(l-$)-(l-$)r] 
= R,,, - hk0. 
On the other hand, zq,h($,h) = ~~=ljyq,h,j(~q,h) = 13:: jyi,h-l,j = Rq,h_l, that im- 
plies &h-r = R,,h - khe,h, 2 < h < n - 1, or equivalently 
uq.h-l = 
( ) 
h (OLq.h - &,,h). h-l 
(10) 
By introducing the 2-variable function T&, y) = a [l - [l + (j?h - l)/ay] l’(-Bh+l)l 
for a > 0, JJ > 0, We See, Using eXpreSSiOn (8), that o&h = Th(c$,h9y,f,h.h). One can also 
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verify that if k 2 3, h 2 2, 01 > 0, y > 0 and kct 2 y then 
1 
-j?k+P ( l-- +I+1 o! y 1 
1 
2 - - 1 - (k - l)(h - 1) ln((k l)(h 1)). 
By taking for a short while X = (k - l)(h - 1) > 2, the previous inequality allows us 
to obtain Cl/(-flh + l)]ln[l - (-ph + l)/ay] > ln(X)/(l - X) 2 In(+); therefore, 
taking the exponential mapping, we get [l + (fib - l)/ay] ~t-fl~+r)~ > 3; conse- 
quently, if k > 3, h B 2, a > 0, y > 0 and ka B y, then 
From the above expression, since ka,,h = (l/h)&, 2 Y~,,,J,, we deduce, Vk > 3, 
Vha2 
3.4.5. An upper bound of yq,h,j 
By adding the h equations of the system (YqJ, we obtain after some calculation the 
following expression: C;= 1 Jiq, h, j (0) = - 1 - (/l/a,, h) yq, h, 1 (0). Since ys, h, 1 is non-nega- 
tive on [0, el,J, the derivative of the function cf= 1 Yq,h,j is non-positive on the same 
interval, hence this function is monotonically decreasing on [O,e,J, and conse- 
quently, VWO, ~4,hl, 
jil Y%h,jte) 6 i yi,h,j. 
j=l 
(12) 
By taking 8 = 13~,~, weget cy: : yi,h- r,j < Ci= 1 yi,h,j which implies that V h 6 Al 
(13) 
Also, from the above expression and expression (12), we deduce, VneN*, V heN*, 
h < q, V’j~t+J*,j d h, V’8~[0,8,,,,], 
0 G Yq,h, j(e) G 1. 
On the other hand, using expressions (5) and (6), we get: 
Ytl,h.j(@) = i @j,g(@Y:.h,p + Utf,h,p(e)* 
p=l 
(14) 
We easily verify, using expression (7), that u~,~,~ (0) < 0; thus using expression (4), we 
obtain 
Yq,h.jte) G i pzj(p)(~)“[l - (yy]p-jY;,h,p. 
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In what follows, we will need inequality (16), whose demonstration is elementary: 
xie(l -x)l G 1, x10,1], A > 0, kN, i 2 A. (16) 
We are going to establish, by downward induction, inequalities (17) and (18), for all 
integers q, h,j~N, I < j G h < v and V&[O, &,J. 
(17) 
In fact, we initialize the induction at h = q with expression (3). We suppose true the 
inequalities for a fixed h. Then, in the step h - 1, by putting x = [(&,A - &,,)/cx,,,]~, 
we use expression (15) to obtain, for 13 = e$,h, 
Yi.h-l,j = yq.h,j(oq,h) < i (Ip)xj(l - x)p-jYtf,h,p; 
p=j 
next, using the induction hypothesis, we get for Y:,~_ l,j: 
yi,h-l,jG i j” 
0 
-ALP 
xj(l _ x)p-jF___ 
p=j P! 
and, finally, with expression (16) we obtain (17). 
e-“Ai 
Yq.h, jte) G - j! ’ 
In fact, by taking now x = [(a,,,, - e)/a,,h]’ and by using (l5), we get: 
x’(l - x)p-jy;yh,p. 
Next, using expressions (16) and (17), we obtain 
Let us now introduce the constant 
E”= 1 
e -21’ ’ 
min - 
jEN, 1 Q j G 1 ( 1 j! 
(19) 
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We note that 3 does not depend on A and also that B > 1, since e-‘lj/j! < e-“e” = 1. 
Using E, we can prove the following expression. 
e-“lj 
0 G yq,h, j(O) G 8- 
j! 
Vq,h,jolVL <j < h < V, VB~CO,t?J. (20) 
In fact, ifj > A, then by using (18), (Z > 1) we get u,,h,j(O) < e-“Lj/j! < Ze-‘Aj/j!. On 
the other hand, if j < A, then by expression (14) we get 
e-“lj 
Yll,h.J(8) < 1 < d---. 
j! 
3.4.6. An upper bound of the sequence (T&N* 
Using expression (10) and for h 2 2, we get: 
9 
h-l 1 
rl.h = aq,h - -%.h-1 = $,h h 
- aq,h-1 + -%h-1, 
h 
Consequently, 
‘v = i 'bh = %,l + i (%h - a&h-l) + ht2 ;a,,,_, 
h=l h=2 
1-l 1 
= b + arl,l - a4.1 + 1 -a 
,,zl h + 1 ‘*h* 
Thus, 
‘I-1 1 
h = teq,l - av.l) + aq,q +h;l h+la,,h. 
We know that 8,. 1 < [xv, 1 and, by using expression (3) we obtain 
1 
the last inequality obtained using (20); hence 
e-AAq-l 1’ 
TV<-- c -+ 
v kj=o j! 
Note that 
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which leads to 
(21) 
Note also that (l/q) CJiA @j/j!) < maxc <j 4 ,, _ 1 {lj/j!}. By denoting by LA J the floor 
of A, we easily verify that: maxo<jG A_ 1 {A’/j!} = AL’]- ‘/(LA J - l)! and 
maxA_r,j{Ij/j!} =&‘J/LnJ! and, since AaLAJ, we have AL’J/LLJ! 2 
ALA.)- ‘/(LA J - l)!; consequently, we get maxj,N {Aj/j!} = AAJ,//_n J!. Whenever 
O<A<l,wehaveLAJ=O,LAJ!= 1 and Aj/j! < 1 = do/O! = dAJ//_~ J !, therefore, 
Vl >o, 
max 
jeN 
On the other hand, 1 - (l/q) < 1 and by (21) and (22) we deduce that 
and consequently, 
(22) 
(23) 
Since S depends only on I (see also (19)), the proposed upper bound only depends on 
1 and k. 
3.4.7. Variations with respect to a 
We consider for each hEN* and for each a > 0, the following differential system 
in R*: 
Ml, a) 
when &[O, a[. 
One can see that &,,,) = (qh,,+). We denote by cp,(0, a,~‘) the value at the time 8 of 
the solution of (@,,o) that takes the value zI at the time 0. Then, function T,(a,zi) 
introduced above denotes the first time the hth coordinate (cpr,,,) of (P,, becomes 0. We 
can see that ~,,,~(e) = cp(B,~~,,~,y~,,,), Vt%[O,a,,,,[. We have already noted that 
e4.h = ~(%.h~Y&,h)~ 
The homogeneous ystem associated with (G$&) is denoted (.Y& and the resolvant 
of (L$,=) is denoted by @,,(8, a). 
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With computations similar to the ones performed for the systems (Yn,J, we 
establish the following: @,,(c?, a) = exp{ /?ln[a/(B - a)] Mh}, with 
(0 if i >j, 
(24) 
We have also Vj = 1, . . . . h, (Ph,j(e) 2 0 in [0, T&&z:)] when zi,i > 0. 
The solutiuon of (%&) that is equal to z1 at the time 0 iS (~(6, a, z’) = Qh(6, a)z’ + 
h(& a), where 
(25) 
Starting from expression (25), we have, Vj < h and V&CO, T,(a,zl)], 
tih, j(e) G 0. (26) 
Moreover, with a similar reasoning as in the case of expression (18), if V j = 1, . . . , h, 
zf < Ee-“Lj/j!, then vj = 1, . . ..h. V&[O, &(a,z,!)] we have 
-“A’ 
(Ph,j(e,a,zJ) < Be 
j! ’ (27) 
Also by arguments imilar to the ones of Section 3.4.4 we establish that function 
is solution of the scalar o.d.e. a(0) = - h - [ /?/(a - e)] x(0). We then deduce that 
Supposing also that Cl= 1 jz,! < hka, after some easy algebra we obtain: V hE N *, 
Va > 0, VZ’E[W+~ such that I,“=, jz; < hka 
h 
(28) 
We now compute a lower bound for R,,, and a,,,. In fact, we prove that VA > 0, 
3q(l)~N* such that VqeN*, q 2 q(L), 
(29) 
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Since lim,, oo c~z,’ (Aili!) = e’ > e”/2 and (cl:,’ (Aili!)),, is a monotonic increasing 
sequence, then 3n(A)~fA* such that Vq 2 q(A), cl:,’ (Aili!) > e”/2. Consequently, 
and 
Let us now prove the following: V~EN*, V/EN*, h EZ I,I, 
Y;,h,h 2 6J.h. 
Recall that 
(30) 
OGaT,(a,y)< 1 ay (31) 
and also that Va > 0, Th(a,O) = 0. Using the mean value theorem, we have 
This concludes the proof of expression (30). 
Moreover, by some easy calculations, we can prove the following VPE N *, p > 21, 
Vh,r/EN*suchthatrl-l1Irh2& 
1-l .A”-’ ;h$d--. (h - l)! (q - l)! 
We now prove that V~EN*, V hENI* such that h c q we have 
h%,h > (h + l)%,,/,+r -(h + l)y;,h+l,h+l. 
In fact, using expression (lo), we have R,,h = R,,h+l - (h + l)k&,,h+ 1 or 
(32) 
(33) 
R, h _ R 1 
k 
-y-(h+ 1)8,,,,,+,. 
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Recall ak.0 that &,,h = R,,/(hk). So, we get 
ha,,,, = (h + l)$.h+l - (h + W,,J,+I. 
Moreover, using expression (30): -&,h+i 2 -yi,,+i,h+i. Combining the last tW0 
expressions, we obtain expression (33). 
Let us now prove that V~EN*, q 2 21 and V hEN*, 21~ h < q we have 
e-“Ah 
b,.h > ‘a,,,,, - - 
h h! ’ 
(34) 
Using expression (33), V 1~ N * such that q > I >, h 2 21, we have 
-Al’+’ 
&,I - (1 + lb,,*+1 2 41 + l)y;,l+l,l+l 2 -(I + 1): (I + l)! 
(17’e-l~‘+l 
Iz’ 
2 ~ = e-“A-_. 
I! I! 
Summing these inequalities, we obtain (using expression (32)) 
l=h l=h 
Using also expression (32), we get ha,,h - qa,,,,, > - e-“Lh/(h - l)!, and expression 
(34) follows. 
Also, VrpN*, q > 21, q > ~(1) (expression (29)) and V hEN* such that 212 < h < q, 
we have 
(35) 
In fact, using expressions (34) and (29), a,,,#, 2 (q/h)a,,, - e-“Ah/h! > (q/h)(A/2qk) - 
e-“Ah/h! and expression (35) follows. 
We finally prove that 3 h*E N * such that VIE N *, q > 25 r~ > ~(1) (expression (29)), 
VpN*, q > h 2 h,, h > 21, we have 
(36) 
Since (Ah-‘/(h - I)!),, is the general term of a convergent series, A”-‘/(h - l)! +h_a, 0. 
Thus, Ah/(h - l)! = Ilh-‘/(h - l)! +h+m I.0 = 0 or hlh/h! = lh/(h - l)! +h-rm@ 
consequently, 3h,EN* such that V h 2 h,, hlh/h! < 1/(4ke-“) or e-“Ah/h! < 1/(4hk). 
Thus, using expression (35), we deduce expression (36). 
Let us now introduce, VhEN*, the norm 11 . I[), in Rh, defined as 11x llh = 
CT= 1 (i/h) 1 xi 1. Then, 3c1 >O such that VhoN*, h > 2L, V~EN*, q 2 h, 
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Vcr 2 min(aq,h,aq+l,h), VZ’ER+” such that Vj = 1, . . ..!I. zf < Ee-“Aj/j! and zi < ka 
we have 
(37) 
Letusfixtlandhsuchthatrl~h>21.Letalso8=T,(a,z:).Then,Vj=l,...,h-l, 
we have 
Since zi < ka (expression (1 l), we have g< (f)a, hence Ipl(a - @) < 28/a. Let us 
SUppOSe that # b a$& the reasoning being similar in the case a 2 a,+ I,h_ So, 
@(a - 6) 6 2fi/a,,,,, and since h > 26, using expression (36), we get 
@/(a - @ < 8/3hk/;l= (S(k - l)/i)h. Thus, using the hypotheses of expression (37) and 
expression (27), we have 
j a 
h ~(Ph,jvbvl) G 
j( j + 1) 8(k - 1) 
--h((Ph,j+l(6 h I x,z’) + qh, j(6 a, z’)) 
* 
Hence, 
-Vh.j(&a,Z') G - 
< *(k - l)3e-a 
L 
2e”(A* + A) < 16(k - l)E(A -5 1). 
On the other hand, 
h a 
6 -&‘ptr,“(e,‘%z’) G 1 + 
B 
-7-h,& a$+) < 1 + - 
8(k - 1) hk~ e-‘Ah 
- 
R h! 
< 1 + 8(k - 1)s 
and, finally, 
< 8(k - l)E[z(n + 1) + 11 + 1 = cl 
We now prove that 3~~ > 0 such that V hcN*, h < 21 VVE N*, q 3 h VOW > 0, 
VZiER+h such that x5= 1 jzi < hka, we have 
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Let us fix T,T, h, a and put e= T,(a,z,‘). Ifj < h - 1, then 
a 
z'Ph,j(Ra,Z') = I I A[(j + l)~h,j+l(8,a,Z') -j%.j(6avZr)l 
< B L G(_eC(j + 1)Ph,j+l(8,a9z1) +bPh.j(~a~Z’)l 
G &,gl +h,i(B, a7z’) 
and using (28), 
$-j_,$l i(P*,i(&&Z') 6 &hk(a - S) = /lhk = h(k - 1) 
I 
<l+ B - hk(a - g) = 1 + h(k - 1) < 21(k - 1) + 1. 
a-8 
h-l 
< i& 21(k - 1) + 2A(k - 1) + 1 
< (2A)‘(k - 1) + 2A(k - 1) + 1 = c2. 
Using (37) and (38), putting c3 = max {cl, c2}, noting that hz,’ < If= I jzf < hka, or 
zi < ka, we deduce that 3c3, VkN*, VqeN*, v 2 k Va 2 min{~q,h9a$+l.h)~ 
VZ’E[W+~ such that Vj = 1, . . . . h, zfEe-“ljfj! and C:=, jz; < hka we have 
II $(Ph(Th(c(,d)yzl) II < c3. h 
We now prove that VUIEIR~, Va > 0, V&CO, T,,(a,u)], 
(39) 
(40) 
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We have 
11 @h(@ a)v 11 h = 
iI;1 : 
J-1 
@h,i,j(e,a)Vj G i$l $ ,i I@h,i,j(~,a)l l”jl- 
J-1 
By expression (24), putting x = [(a - Q/alp (0 < x < 1 or 1 - x > O), we have 
@h,i, j(@, a) > 0. SO, 
=ijiljX(X+ 1 -Xx)jP1/Vjl=XIIU/lh. 
Next, we prove that V hE N *, Va > 0, Vtl < a, 
II /I 
~+h@%a) < 1. 
h 
Let us put x(t) = [(a - @/(a - t)ls (x(t) < 1). Then 
Ija 
&,(@,a) - x(t))h-idt 
x(t)‘- ‘(1 - x(c))~- ‘-G- “x(t) 
] 
dt 
=- k 
s 
:(x(t)+ 1 - x(t))h-lx(t)dt =;[;x(r)dt 
1 e a-88 
=- 
s H 
dt,<% 1. 
a 0 a-t a 
Also, VheN*, Va > 0, VZ’E[W~, Vk[O, T)(m,z,‘)], we have 
We fix h, a,zI. We have already seen that &CO, Th(a,zi)] and also that 
fph(% a9 2’) = @h% abl + $h(& a). 
Let us put X#,a,z’) = @h(&a)z’, so, 
(Ph@ ay z’) = Xh@t & 2’) + ll/h(& a). 
(41) 
(42) 
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Let us introduce the function w : [0, 1 [ H Rh, w(s) = exp(pln[l/(l - s)]Mh}z’; then, 
x#, a, z’) = w(Q). 
We also introduce the function V: [0, 1 [ H Rh, u(s) = (uI(s), . . . . rh(s))T, where 
Performing a variable changing t = at-, we obtain $h(ti, a) = au(8/a). 
From the above, we deduce that cp,(0,a,z’) = w(8/a) + au(d/a). 
Therefore, 
On the other hand, 
a 
aa~h(e,a,z7 = w - $)(-g)+u(g+6(P)(-$) 
and after some easy algebra, expression (42) is proved. 
We now prove the following: 3 c4 > 0 such that V he N *, VIE N *, q >, h, we have 
II CP h+l (0 q+l,h+l~~q+l.h+l~~f+l.h+l)~ (Ph+l(eg.h+l,atl,h+l,Y,ll+l,h+l)llh+l 
< c4 $+l,h+l - a&h+1 I. (43) 
To shorten the writing, we put z’= yf+,,h+l. So, f&+l,h+l = Th+l(a~+l,h+19zh1+1) 
and %h+l = Th+l(aq+h+l,~jf+l). Let us also denote by [x1; x2] a convex segment 
(notation which does not signify that x1 < x2). 
Let us introduce, for a~[aq,h+l;~q+l,h+ll~ the fWdion S(a)= 
cPh+l(Th+l(a,zh1+l),a,z’)- Thus 
II r~ (0 h+l q+l,h+l~~q+l.h+l~Y~+l.h+l)~ (Ph+l(eq,h+l~aq,h+lrY~+l,h+l)llh+l 
= ~~g(~~+l,h+l)-g(~g.h+l)~~h+l~ 
Using the mean value theorem, we get 
iidaq+l,h+l) - d%h+l)llh+l 
G 
( 
sup iId(@ilh+l 
> 
bq+l.h+l -%,h+lb 
~~C~q.h+l;%+l,h+Il 
On the other hand 
464 = ~(Th+,ca,z’,,),a,zr)~(a,z~+~) + *(Th+l(a,zh’+lba,z’) 
- I)+ 1 (T,+,(xJ,‘+,),V’) + tl~h+,(r,+l(a,d+lba). 
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Consequently 
IIg(a)llh+l G ~(a?:,,) + $ 
(I I )li 
~Cr,+,Ca,z,‘+,).a.zl)/l 
Ilh+l 
+ 
Let us remark here that one can prove by elementary 
I I 
aTh(apY) < 4 
-z- ’ . 
techniques that 
(44) 
So, using this inequality as well as 0 c a and (41), we get 
IId(a)lih+l < 5 II + 1. h+l 
We can also remark that the hypotheses made on a and z1 for the proof of (39) remain 
valid here also; therefore, v’CLE[a,,h+1;tl,+1,h+1], we have Ijti(a)Ilh+i < 5~ + 1. 
The following inequality also holds Vq, hi N *, h < q: 
1 
iav+l,h-aq,hl <-IIY,‘+l,h-Y,‘,hIIh. k 
(45) 
In fact, 
laq+l,h - %.hl < 
1 h 
- c iy,‘+l.h,i - 
hk i=l 
the last two inequalities holding because yi+ i,h, yi,hERh and because II . /lh is a norm of 
Rh, respectively. 
We now prove that Vq, heN*, h < q, we have 
II~h+l(~~+l,h+l~ag+l,h+l,y~+l,h+l)-(Ph+l(~rl,h+1~arl,h+l,y~+l,h+l)llh+l 
G Ib;+l,h+l - Y;,h+l Ilh+l. (46) 
Plainly 
lIrph+,(e,+l.h+t,tCS+l.h+l,yf+l,h+l)- (Ph+l(erl.h+l,a~,h+l,y~+l,h+l)llh+l 
< lI~h+1(e*,h+l,a4,h+l)(y~+l,h+l -Y~.h+dilh+l- 
Using this inequality and expression (40), we obtain (46). 
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Let us continue by showing the following: 3cs > 0 such that Vq, hi N*, h < q, we 
have 
I/Y;+l,h - Y;,hllh G C5IIY:+l,h+l - Y:h+l lIh+l* (47) 
Let us start the proof of expression (47) by noting that, if x = (x1, . . . , xh, O)T is a vector 
of Rh + ’ and if we denote by x’ the subvector (x1,. . . , xh)T of x, then 
IIX’llh = 1 + $ II~llh+l G Wllh+l- 
( ) 
IlY:+I,h - Yfh I/h 
= ~~~,+l,h+l(e~+l,h+l) - Yq,h+L(eq.h+l)llh 
< 211(Ph+f(~,+,,h+,,~,+l,h+l.y:+I.h+1) - SDh+1(ell,h+IrMS,h+l,Y:h+l)llh+l 
6 211~h+,(e,+,,h+,,~,+,,h+,,y~+~,h+, )- ~h+l(eq,h+l,tl?,h+l,Y:+l,h+~)iih+l 
+  21irph+,(e,,h+1,C1~.h+l,Yf+l,h+l) - ~h+l(e,,h+l,C(~.h+l,Y~,~+~)ih+l 
$,+I Ilk+1 = 6Ib,l+l,h+l - y;,h+l I/h+P 
Also, 3~ > 0 such that VIE N *, q~ > 21, we have 
Letj = 1, . . ..q. then 
(48) 
. 
y4+l,rl+l,j(e) = (j + I)a,+l vtl _eY~+~dt+~pj+l(ef 
-_i B 
a,+ 1,q+ 1 -e 
yq+ 1,q+ de) 
or 
. ,:1Iy rl+l,l+l,j(e)l < yoL 
rl 
+l tl 
.rl 
_ ,(Y,+l.~+l.j(B) + (Y9+l,rl+lJ+l(e))a 
Also, 
= 8(n + I)@ - 1) 
I * 
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Therefore, using (20), we get 
or 
8(k - ‘)_ -“2e”(1’ + A) = 16(k - l)E(A + 1). 
On the other hand, 
< 1 + 8(k - 1)E. 
Thus finally, 113,+1,,+l(~)ll ,,+1 < 8(k - 1)8(4(1 + 1) + 1) + 1 = c,5. 
Let us now prove that 3c, > 0 such that V~EN*, q < 21- 1, we have 
sup IIJ$+l,q+l(~)ll7J+l G c7. 
fw,~,+1,,+,1 
Let j = 1, . . ..q. then 
(49) 
jq+l,q+l,i(e)< a,+l qtl _e(ti + l)Yv+l,v+l.i+l(e) 
+i 
D 
Ng+l,g+l 
_ eys+l,s+d@ 
> 
h 
< 
a,+l,q~l _ 0 jgljyq+l*ntl*j 
(13) 
< 
B 
%J+1,,+1 
_ e(h + Q’&+l,,+l - 0) 
< /I(n + 1)k < 212(k - 1). 
On the other hand, 
jrl+l,rl+l.rl+l(~) G 1 + 
B 
4J+1,,+1 
_ eYq+l,q+l.l+l(o) 
g+l 
<l+ Nq+l,qtl _ e ,5;,jYn+l.n+lAe) 
(13) 
=l+ B 
a,+1*,+1 
_ e(n + l)k(a,+l,,+l - 0) 
= 1 + /!+I + 1)k =S 1 + (k - 1)2/I. 
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Hence, IIi,+1,,+1(@ll g+ 1 < Cc;=, Oh + 113 C(k - 1P4 + Cl + 6 - WI G 
4A(k-1)+1=c7. 
Using (48) and (49) and putting cg = max {c,, c7 >, we obtain the following, VIE N * 
sup IIJJ+l,~+l~~)llq+1 G C8. 
~~C%&+Ln+I 1 
We now prove that 3~ > 0 such that V~EN*, we get 
(50) 
IlY,‘+l*, 
e-“A”+l 
- Y;,qlls G c9- 
(tj + l)! . 
Using the remark in the beginning of the proof of (47), we have 
IlY:+L, - y;dll, = llYsJ+l.q+l(~q+l,s+l) - (Y;,,JNl, 
G 2llY,+1,,+1(~,+1*,+1)- (YLJJw,+1 
= 2 i$l & 
e-dAi 
Yq+l,q+l.i(eq+l.~+l) - ir 
fr+1 i 
CQ- 
e-Ali 
i=l rl+ 1 
y,+l,,+d~,+l.q+l) - ir 
q+1 . 
=2 izl ~IYl+l,n+l.i(e~+l,ntI)-Y~+l.,+l.i(o)l 
= 2 c ~bq+l,~+l~~q+l,,+l~ - Y~+~,~+~(O)II~+~ 
i=l 
= 2 III 
e ,+L.n+l 
P,+1,,+1uw~ 
0 II +I+1 
s 8 *+I.“+1 (50) I e *+1,1+1 <2 Il~q+l,q+l(e)~~q+l de 4 2c8 de 0 0 
e-“~“+l(30) e-llq+l 
= 2c8eq+1,q+1 G 2c,- = c 
(rl + v 
-. 
g (q + l)! 
Finally, let us prove the following: Vq, IzeN*, h < 9, we have 
i%+l,k - 
By (44) and (31), we have 
i&!+l.k 
I 
- ev.hl = I~k@q+l.k~Y,+l,k,h )- Th(a$.krY~,h,k)i 
< 4(bq+l,k - ag,kl +  b,‘+Lk.k - dk,kb 
So, using (45), we obtain expression (52). 
(51) 
(52) 
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3.4.8. The convergence of the sequence (T,,),,~N* 
We prove first that the series of general term (Cl(= 1 IO,+ l,h - &,h()rl 2 I is conver- 
gent in R+. In fact, this series is a positive terms one, hence in order to prove its 
convergence we shall use the comparison principle. 
By combining expressions (52), (51) and (47), we can obtain 
Since c5 > 2 > 1, we get 
Putting cl0 = 4[1 + (l/k)](c9/cs)[l/(cs - l)] > 0, the quantity Cl=, lR,+i,, - RQ,I 
is bounded above by cloe-“(lc5)“+‘/(~ + l)!; hence, 
Let us now prove that the series of general term (13,,+~,,,+~),, 1 converges in Rf. 
Plainly, using (30), we get 8,+1,,+1 < y~+l,,+l,,+l = e-“(J)9+1/(q + l)!. Since it is 
a positive term series, it suffices to apply the comparison principle, by noting that the 
series of general term (e -‘L”+‘/(q + l)!),, 1 converges in R+. 
The series of general term (IT,,+ 1 - z,,I), 2 1 converges in lR+. In fact, 
< &+l,q+l + h$l ieq+l,h - %hi. 
The convergence follows from the comparison principle and the propositions proved 
above. We conclude the section by proving that the sequence (r,&~* converges in R+. 
Using the proposition proved above, the series of general term (r,+ 1 - z,,),, 2 I is 
absolutely convergent in R, thus convergent in R. 
Let us remark that rV = 1;: i (r,+ 1 - T,J + TV. Moreover, 
co 
lim zg= C (r,+l-r&+zl. 
9-m q=l 
These two remarks conclude the convergence of the sequence (z,&~* in lK!+. 
4. Set packing and hypergraph independent set 
4.1. The PACK algorithm 
We consider the greedy algorithm 3 for finding a set packing for 9’. informally, 
PACK algxorithm selects at each step one set chosen at random between the sets of 
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Algorithm 3. PACK algorithm. 
[STEP l] 
[STEP 21 
choose at random one of the Xi’s with minimum di; 
add Xi to the solution, delete it and delete also all the classes in 9, say 
F,, ***, E*, 
incident to it in the graph IT; 
next delete any other vertex in X adjacent o one of the classes x,, . . . . I$ 
let X’, Y’, S’, 9’ denote the analogues of X, Y, 8,$ for the new configuration; 
let ZZ’ denote the subgraph of II induced by X’ u Y’; 
if X’ is empty, then stop, else, execute STEP 1 with X’, Y’, B’, 9’, IT’ in place 
of x, Y, 9,9, n. 
smallest cardinality which do not intersect any previously selected set. By exchanging 
the two color classes of the incidence graph, this algorithm gives an independent set in 
the hypergraph 8, 9, i.e. a set of vertices no two of which belong to the same 
hyperedge. 
4.2. Analysis of PACK on random instances 
4.2.1. Analysis of PACK on standard distribution 
The analysis of PACK on random instances can be carried over along the same lines 
than for GRECO. However, this leads prima facie to a more complicated system of 
differential equations because, in the case of PACK, we have three successive removals 
at each step (see the description of PACK). 
The following observation [Z] permits a simpler analysis: at any stage of the 
execution of PACK, the conditional distribution of the remaining sets Xi, . . ., Xi 
(relatively to the previous unraveling of the algorithm) coincides with the uniform 
distribution; we can then compute the expectation of the number of these sets which 
will be tried before finding one which does not intersect the partial packing as 
a function t(j) of the sizej of the partial packing which satisfies t(j) N [ 1 - ( jk/n)] -k. 
Thus, the expectation of the number T(s) of trials before a packing of size s is 
obtained satisfies 
(53) 
Using the fact that the trials are independent, Tchebichev’s inequality implies 
T(s) w ET(s) and solving (53) for s, one gets the following estimate for the size of the 
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obtained packing: 
1 1 [l + ak(k - l)]A ’
4.2.2. The deferential system simulating PACK for solving the hypergraph independent 
set problem 
When analysing PACK on the hypergraph independent set problem, we inter- 
change the color classes of the incidence graph and, since it is not true that for any 
given value h the joint distribution of the sets X with 1 IJ = h is uniform, we must 
abandon the preceding stopping times method and come back to Markov chains. The 
expectations of the increments during the stage when vertices of degree h enter the 
independent set are 
EAmj = ((j + l)mj+r -jmj)S, j # h, 
EAm, = - 1 + ((h + l)m,,+ 1 - hm,,))Sd, 
where S = h(k - 1)/(x imi). 
With the same notation as in Section 3.3, we get the differential system 
h(k - 1) 
jn,h,j = (j +  l)~n,h,j+lRh(k~l)o -_iYn,h,jR 
“,h - hke 
O<j<h-1, 
n,h 
h(k - 1) 
k,h,h = -1 + (h + l)Yn,h,h+l R 
h(k - 1) 
n,h - hke 
- hYn,h,h R 
,,h - hkt” 
A similar method, as for system (,4p,,) in the case of hitting set, could be developed to 
solve the above system. 
5. Conclusions 
We have proposed a general method to analyse the behaviour of approximation 
algorithms for hard optimization problems defined on random set systems. We note 
that this method is quite general and its application could be extended even to graph 
problems. In fact, a graph G = (V, E) can be seen as a hypergraph whose vertex set is 
E, each vertex of V being a hyperedge containing its incident edges. Hence, problems 
like minimum dominating set, minimum vertex covering, maximum independent set, 
etc. could be solved by algorithms, the behaviour of which could be analysed using the 
framework described. 
We remark here that, when working on average case approximation, a well-known 
difficult mathematical problem is the precise estimation of the expectation of the size 
of the optimal solution. Such an estimation would enrich our method, by permitting 
to obtain close estimations for the expected values of the approximation ratios for the 
algorithms under study. 
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